Indices for the assessment of nutritional quality of meals: a systematic review
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Abstract
This systematic review aimed to synthesise information on indices developed to evaluate nutritional quality of meals. A strategy for systematic search of the literature was developed using keywords related to assessment of meal quality. Databases searched included ScienceDirect, PubMed, Lilacs, SciELO, Scopus, Cochrane and Google Scholar. The literature search resulted in seven different meal quality indices. Each article was analysed in order to identify the following items: authors, country, year, study design, population characteristics, type of meal evaluated, dietary assessment method, characteristics evaluated (nutrients or food items), score range, index components, nutritional references, correlations performed, validation and relationship with an outcome (if existing). Two studies developed instruments to assess the quality of breakfast, three analysed lunch, one evaluated dinner and one was applied to all types of meals and snacks. All meal quality indices reviewed were based on the evaluation of presence or absence of food groups and relative contributions of nutrients, according to food-based guidelines or nutrient references, adapting the daily dietary recommendations to one specific meal. Most of the indices included three items as components for meal quality assessment: (I) total fat or some specific type of fat, (II) fruits and vegetables and (III) cereals or whole grains. This systematic review indicates aspects that need further research, particularly the numerous approaches to assessing meals considering different foods and nutrients, and the need for validation studies of meal indices.
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The influence of food intake on health is unquestionable(1). However, because of the complexity of diet and the potential for interactions among dietary components, approaches that focus on individual foods or nutrients may miss information on the role of diet in disease aetiology. In this way, a more holistic approach has been applied, and, since the 1990, dietary indices to evaluate the global quality of meals and diets have been proposed(2,3,4,5). These instruments are pre-defined summary measures of overall food intake that may be used as a simple and quick instrument for the assessment of nutritional quality, in order to evaluate adherence to dietary guidelines and to monitor overall changes in food consumption patterns(6–8). Nonetheless, although the idea of analysing food intake at the meal level is not exactly new(9,10), data on the nutritional composition of meals are scarce in the literature.

Meals are eating events that include certain combinations of foods and beverages in a concentrated period, combining taste and food consumption. Definitions of meal have been described from a number of different perspectives such as self-report by participants, time of the day and energy content(9,10). Identifying and analysing meals allow us to understand how different combinations of foods and beverages at eating events could influence the overall diet quality and health outcomes(11–13).

Nutritional advices considering a meals-based approach might be easier and more practical for the population to understand and follow dietary guidelines(14). In 2014, the Brazilian Ministry of Health published the first food guide with recommendations for meals, highlighting the commensality importance of healthy food habits(15). The new guide also recommends moderate use of food products that are ready for consumption and encourages the consumption of fresher foods such as fruits and vegetables(15).

There are some systematic reviews performed to date on healthy eating indices and other indicators to evaluate global dietary quality(12–14,16,17). However, thus far, no systematic review has described and compared instruments developed to summarise meals, measure meals’ nutritional quality and evaluate the adherence of meals to the nutritional recommendations. Considering the Cochrane recommendations, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) checklist and Population Intervention Comparison Outcome (PICOS) strategy, the aim of this systematic review was to describe and compare indices (pre-defined in the literature) for the assessment of nutritional quality of meals.

Methods

Search strategy, selection criteria and data extraction
A literature search for original studies on meal quality index was performed in order to achieve the results presented in this systematic review. Databases searched included the
following: ScienceDirect, PubMed, Lilacs, SciELO, Scopus, Cochrane, Embase and Google Scholar. A search strategy was developed using keywords related to the assessment of nutritional quality of meals and was initially developed in PubMed and adapted for use in other databases. The following search string was used: meal* OR lunch OR dinner OR meal quality OR dietary pattern OR dietary quality OR eating index OR restaurant menu OR menu component OR meal score OR meal plate OR food service. The search was limited by language (English and Portuguese) and year of publication (1965 until 2014). Using an adaptation of the PICOS strategy(18), inclusion and exclusion criteria are described in Table 1.

Articles that presented results on the development, evaluation and application of methodological instruments aimed to assess the nutritional quality of meals were considered eligible for inclusion, regardless of the definition used to classify the eating events (self-report, period of consumption, energy content or neutral). In addition, there were no restrictions in relation to the dietary assessment methods used or potential outcomes associated with the meal quality. Duplicate articles were identified and eliminated using key terms such as first author, publication year, journal title, volume and number of the first page. The title and abstract of relevant articles and potentially relevant references were analysed, and references and bibliographies were hand searched in order to provide further contributions to the systematic review. The assessment of articles and data extraction were carried out by two independent reviewers (B. M. G. and D. M. M.), applying the inclusion criteria described. Discrepancies in relation to the papers and data to be included in the systematic review were solved by a third reviewer.

A database containing detailed information from each article was developed, in order to allow a comprehensive analysis of the meal quality indices proposed: authors, country, year, study design, population characteristics, type of meal evaluated, dietary assessment method, characteristics evaluated (nutrients or food items), score range, index components, nutritional references, correlations performed, validation and relationship with an outcome (if existing).

A narrative review of the seven studies included was performed, the studies were compared and the key issues to be considered to develop an indicator were discussed, including the components, cut-off values and scoring.(5) Data on content and construct validity and reliability of the indicators were observed. Guenther et al.(19) suggested that besides the correlation between the scores and nutrients and guidelines, it is necessary to verify whether the indicator can distinguish groups with known differences in diet quality, detect more than one dimension of intake and be sensitive to identify meaningful differences.

The systematic review protocol was developed according to the Cochrane recommendations(20) and the PRISMA(21). The systematic review protocol was registered at the international prospective register of systematic reviews, PROSPERO(22) (registration no. CRD42014013519).

Results

Studies included in the systematic review

The flow diagram of the systematic search is presented in Fig. 1. The literature search resulted in 22,963 citations. The initial screening of the references based on title excluded 21,038 references, and 548 duplicate articles were identified and removed. The second screening of the references based on the contents of the abstract excluded 730 references. Five new studies were identified after examining the list of references from the selected papers and these were included in the review. The main reason for exclusion was that most of the studies did not evaluate the nutritional quality of the meals using a composite index as an instrument to synthesise the measurement of nutritional quality, such as a score or a checklist.

Finally, eight studies were identified. Among these, two were about the same instrument,(25,24) resulting in seven indices included in this systematic review (Table 2). With respect to the country of origin, two studies were carried out in Spain, two in Denmark, two in Sweden, one in the USA and one in Brazil. Among the studies included in the systematic review, none of them investigated the meal quality relationship with health outcomes.

In relation to nutritional intake, three of the selected studies analysed the meal quality considering a qualitative description, whereas three studies adopted a quantitative approach, and one used both possibilities(20) (Table 2).

Type of meal evaluated

Most researchers have defined meals and snacks separately, classifying the eating event based on participant/institution report and period of day. Only one study used a neutral definition, considering both meals and snacks(29). Two studies developed an instrument for the assessment of breakfast quality, three analysed lunch, one evaluated dinner and one was applied to all types of meals and snacks.

Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria used for the present review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study characteristics</th>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>All human studies</td>
<td>Studies with no humans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Studies with equal nutritional quality</td>
<td>Description of meal quality according to content of nutrients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Methodological instrument assessment of overall nutritional quality of meals</td>
<td>Analysis without results on development, evaluation or application of a composite index to synthesise nutritional quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study type</td>
<td>Observational studies, cohort studies, case-control, systematic review, meta-analysis</td>
<td>Animal research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The type of meal evaluated in each study is presented in Table 2.

The Breakfast Quality Index (26) and the Breakfast Score (25) were specifically developed to evaluate the nutritional quality of breakfasts consumed by children and adolescents, and should not be used to evaluate other types of meals. The components of these indices were based on foods typically consumed at breakfast, excluding other food groups.

The Meal Index of Dietary Quality (28), the Meal Quality Index (23) and the Healthy Meal Quality (27) were developed to evaluate the quality of lunch, and the index Five Food Group and Healthfulness Score (30) was developed to evaluate the quality of dinner. However, considering the components proposed, the four indices could be applied for lunch and dinner. In fact, the difference is that the Meal Index of Dietary Quality was proposed for meals consumed by adolescents at school, the Meal Quality Index and the Healthy Meal Quality for meals consumed by adults at work and the Five Food Group and Healthfulness Score for meals served at home by adults residing with the child.

The meal classifications system was used to evaluate all types of meals and snacks consumed by elderly women, reflecting eating frequency and key nutrients (29).
Dietary assessment method

The dietary assessment method used in each study is presented in Table 2. The studies that were analysed in the systematic review were based on the collection of dietary information through the application of 24-h recalls(25), food diaries(29), FFQ(26), menus(25), weighted foods(27,28) and meal screeners(30). The methods observed for data collection regarding dietary intake are the ones traditionally used for research in nutrition, with exception of the meal screener, which was proposed and validated especially for the development of the meal quality index in the study conducted by Fulkerson et al.(30). The meal screener is an open-ended questionnaire for participants to describe foods that were served and consumed, including specific questions about the type of food and the method of preparation(30).

Nutritional references

The nutritional references used to develop the indices included in this review were as follows: the Food Guide Pyramid developed by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA)(31), the Danish Dietary Guidelines(32), the Mediterranean Diet Guidelines(33), the Brazilian Dietary Guidelines(34), the Swedish Nutrition Recommendations(35), and the Energy and Nutrients Recommendations for the Spanish Population(36). The Food Guide Pyramid and the Danish, Mediterranean and Brazilian guidelines were based on food items, meaning that they usually are based on suggestions regarding intake of food portions and portion sizes, whereas the Swedish and Spanish nutritional recommendations are based on quantitative intake, in grams or percentage contribution of energy and nutrients(37).

The nutritional references suggest dietary recommendations for daily food intake, considering the combination of meals and snacks consumed during 1 d. Therefore, these indices were based on the evaluation of presence or absence of food groups and relative contributions of nutrients recommended, adapting the recommendations for a dietary day to one specific meal.

Components

The components of each indicator included in the systematic review are presented in Table 3. The number of components among the indices ranged between three and fifteen items. Most of the indices included three items as components for meal quality assessment: (I) total fat or some specific type of fat(23,26–29), (II) fruits and vegetables(23,26–29) and (III) cereals or whole grains(25–28). Other items usually prevalent in meal quality indices were dairy products and Ca(25,26), diversity of food items and food groups(23,30) and added sugar(28,29).

The Five Food Group and Healthfulness Score, the Breakfast Score and the Qualitative Meal Classifications System were based on the evaluation of meal quality using food items and food groups as components(25,28–29). The Meal Quality Index, the Healthy Meal Quality, the Breakfast Quality Index and the Meal Index of Dietary Quality were based on the assessment of meal quality using food items, food groups and nutrients as components(23,26–28). None of the studies proposed the evaluation of the nutritional quality of meals based on indices that included only nutrients (Table 3).
The Five Food Group and Healthfulness Score was based on the composition of two scale scores: the Five Food Group Score, in order to assess the presence of food items from the five major groups of the Food Guide Pyramid developed by the USDA, and the Healthfulness Scale Score, in order to assess the healthfulness of foods based on preparation methods and added fats. The Five Food Group Score assigns one point for the inclusion of at least one food item from each food group (range 0–5), and the Healthfulness Scale Score assigns one point for the inclusion of food items from each major group plus one point for the adoption of healthy preparation methods and subtracts one point for the inclusion of sauces with high energy content (range 0–10)\(^2\).

The Breakfast Score considered the consumption of three groups (dairy products, cereals and fruits), scoring one point for each group consumed during breakfast. Thus, a complete breakfast that included a dairy product, a cereal and a fruit should obtain a maximum of 3 points\(^2\).

The Qualitative Meal Classification System was based on eight food categories (representing one key nutrient each) combined into four types of meal (complete, incomplete, less balanced and vegetarian meals) and three types of snacks (high-, mixed- and low-quality snacks)\(^2\). The Meal Quality Index was composed of five components – namely, content of fruits and vegetables, content of carbohydrates, content of total fat, content of SFA and menu variety – scoring each component from 0 to 20 points (range 0–100)\(^2\). The Healthy Meal Quality and the Meal Index of Dietary Quality came from the same research group, and, although very similar, were developed for different populations\(^2\). The Healthy Meal Index was developed to reflect the nutritional profile of canteen meals\(^2\), whereas the Meal Index of Dietary Quality was developed to assess the dietary quality of school lunches\(^2\). Three components were prioritised in the Healthy Meal Index: fruits and vegetables, total fat and fat quality, and whole grains and potatoes. Each component could be scored from 0 to 1 point and were added up to determine the overall score (range 0–3)\(^2\). The Meal Index of Dietary Quality considered seven components including nutrients and food groups – fat, SFA, sweet snacks, whole grain, fish, fruits and vegetables – scoring from 0 to 4 for each component (range 0–28)\(^2\).

The Breakfast Quality Index, similarly to the Breakfast Score, took into account the consumption of dairy products, cereals and fruits, also considering the content of selected nutrients. The Breakfast Quality Index scores 1 point for the consumption of each of the following food items and nutrients: dairy products, cereals, fruit/vegetables, MUFA, sugar (up to 5% of total daily energy consumption), energy intake (between 20 and 25% of total daily energy intake), Ca (between 200 and 300 mg), MUFA:SFA ratio above the population median, combination of items from cereals, dairy products and fruit/vegetable groups in one meal and non-consumption of foods with high content of SFA or trans fatty acids (range 1–10)\(^2\).

Cut-off points of the indices and their components

The cut-off point of each index and its components are presented in Table 3. Six of the studies included in the systematic review proposed the calculation of a score for the nutritional index\(^2\). Indices based on qualitative assessment approach included components on the consumption of specific food groups, attributing a score of 0 if the food group was not consumed and 1 if the food group was consumed\(^2\). The Meal Index of Dietary Quality and the Meal Quality Index proposed cut-off values for each component, attributing a score of 0 if consumption was lower/higher than this value for items considered healthy/unhealthy (respectively), a score of 1 if consumption was higher/lower than the cut-off for items considered healthy/unhealthy (respectively) and intermediate values of consumption receiving proportional scores\(^2\).

None of the studies proposed weighting of the items included in the calculation of the index, presenting the components with the same relative importance in the score\(^2\). The Healthy Meal Quality and the Breakfast Score\(^2\) presented the lower score ranges (three points), and the Meal Quality Index (100 points) presented the highest score range\(^2\).

Validation and correlations with energy and nutrients

The validation and correlations with nutrients verified by each indicator included in the systematic review are presented in Table 3. Certainly, the main risk of bias for these indicators is the insufficiency (or absence) of validity and reliability analysis described in the published studies. Four studies showed some validity analysis of the meal quality indices presented\(^2\). Among these, three studies evaluated the ability of the index to assess dietary quality using one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test, if normally distributed, or the Kruskal–Wallis test followed by the Mann–Whitney post hoc test, assessing differences between the categories\(^2\). However, the internal consistency of the components was evaluated only in one study, which applied the Cronbach’s \(\alpha\)\(^2\). Furthermore, using Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients, the studies that proposed quantitative assessments had analysed the linear relationships between the scores of each component of the indices in relation to the contents of energy and nutrients in the meals\(^2\). For the Healthy Meal Index, no significant differences were found with respect to the tested background variables (i.e. age, sex and BMI) over the categories of classification. Energy density, total fat, SFA, carbohydrate, and fruits and vegetables were highly, significantly associated, with higher scores being closer to dietary guidelines\(^2\). The ANOVA showed significant differences between the Meal Index of Dietary Quality scores. A higher score was associated with lower intake of total fat and SFA and sugar and with higher intakes of fibre, fish, fruits and vegetables\(^2\). The Meal Quality Index had a Cronbach’s \(\alpha\) value higher than 0.60\(^2\), as is recommended, and the qualitative meal classification method found significant differences between the meal classifications – completed meals contained more \(\beta\)-carotene and ascorbic acid\(^2\).

Discussion

Although there is widespread recognition of the importance of nutrition and diet for the prevention of chronic diseases, there
are only a few studies investigating the dietary characteristics of meals. This is the first systematic review on indices proposed to evaluate the nutritional quality of meals. Overall, we found seven indices developed to evaluate the quality of breakfast, lunch and dinner.

None of the articles presented an analysis of the relationship between meal quality and health outcomes; however, the indices were developed based on nutritional recommendations designed to prevent overweight\(^{(3,6)}\) and, consequently, to target the increasing prevalence of chronic diseases. The evaluation of the nutritional quality of a single meal will not necessarily reflect the daily dietary quality, restricting the direct association between indices and health outcomes. The association of the meal quality with overall dietary intake could be valuable to observe the associations between each meal and dietary quality.

Despite cultural differences, the recommendations for a healthy diet for most countries\(^{(36)}\) and for international agencies\(^{(37)}\) consistently are high consumption of whole grains, fruits and vegetables, associated with the reduction of total fat and SFA and added sugar. The main purpose of the indices found in the systematic review was to evaluate the adherence of individuals to nutritional recommendations, proposing specific indicators for each country and each population group under assessment. Although indices designed for the assessment of each meal seemed to be developed with this view, the results cannot be easily compared across studies, considering their different components, score ranges and populations targeted such as students and workers. Moreover, there is no consensus in the literature regarding the definition of eating occasions\(^{(10)}\). Some authors define meals considering the consumption time slot or nutrient content, whereas other authors define it based on the respondent report\(^{(10)}\). This difference in the definitions makes more difficult the comparison of findings; a recent study showed that, depending of the meal definition used, meal frequency can be, or not, associated with nutritional status\(^{(38)}\).

Composing a nutritional index is complex and involves many choices related to components, including cut-off values to compare with reported intake, and scoring methods\(^{(14,19)}\). The assessment of nutritional quality of meals considering nutrients and food groups is usually a strategy used to facilitate the comparison of the dietary quality among different populations. Although there are new proposals for dietary guidelines based on nutritional recommendations for meals\(^{(3,12)}\), there is still lack of quantitative dietary recommendations regarding the meal quality.

The seven meal quality indices identified in this review were based on the assumption that all components have the same impact on health. However, it is possible that some components may present higher weight than others in determining populations’ and individuals’ health outcomes. Two indices cited were based on the evaluation of presence or absence of certain food items or food groups, and did not consider the amount of each food served and/or consumed\(^{(25,30)}\). Nevertheless, it is preferable that the score range represents a proportional measure in relation to energy intake, instead of proposing simple cut-off values, as larger score ranges allow a better distribution of the population studied, identifying possible intake differences between individuals.

The process for development of a nutritional indicator includes its validation in order to evaluate whether the indicator captures the targeted aspects of the nutritional references, its construct validity and reliability\(^{(19)}\). A suitable nutritional indicator may be able to distinguish between consumption groups with significant differences in nutritional quality and to recognise the influence of each component on the overall score of the index\(^{(13)}\). Although internal validity analysis is considered essential to test the indices’ ability to properly measure the dimensions under evaluation\(^{(99)}\), not all studies presented the test for the proposed indices and their components.

A statistical strategy commonly used to verify the properties of the composite indices proposed for assessment of nutritional quality of meals was the correlation analysis between the score of meal quality index and the amount of macronutrients and/or micronutrients reported in dietary questionnaires\(^{(25,26)}\). In addition, it is important to remember that the final score of the indices should be adjusted for energy intake in order to avoid confounding factors\(^{(19,40)}\).

Limitations

One of the limitations of this study was the inclusion of articles published mainly in English. As the indices were specific for the country’s dietary recommendations, it is possible that there are other publications on the assessment of the nutritional quality of meals in other languages.

Despite all concerns during the literature review and the extensive search in different databases with different combinations of search terms, it is possible that some manuscripts that comprise inclusion criteria have not been found or not published until the conclusion of this systematic review. Furthermore, this review was limited to composite index and does not include other methods to assess the quality of meals.

Conclusion

The development and application of meal quality indices are relatively new, beginning to be used more often since the last decade. It is noteworthy that the meal quality indices found during the systematic review still need to be internally validated, as it is important to know whether the index reflects the most important nutritional aspects of the dietary intake reported and, in fact, whether it assesses the adherence to nutritional recommendations. Moreover, it is important to propose nutritional indices tailored to specific purposes in public health, because of their importance in the evaluation of determinants of populations’ health and their role as tools for promoting long-term quality of life.

Mostly, the dietary guidelines used as foundations to develop meal quality indices were quite similar among the different countries. There are aspects that still warrant further research, particularly the numerous approaches to assessing meals considering different foods and nutrients, and the need for validation studies of the indices designed for the assessment of the nutritional quality of meals. Nevertheless, the possibility to have a single indicator developed for the assessment of meal quality, designed to allow the comparison of population-level food intake in different countries, should be useful for public...
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Health. The comparative analysis of countries at different epidemiological and nutritional stages could bring advances in the development of public policies for the promotion of population health based on food and nutrition initiatives.
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